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Reluctant Boy Scout
Nicholas and Christopher were the last two to hit the showers after gymnastics practice.
Nicholas is 15 years old and 5’10” with soft sandy brown hair, a lean muscular physique
from gymnastics and diving, a killer smile, flawless complexion and a cute button nose.
As he soaps his dangling, cut 7” penis and testicles as he says to his friend Christopher,
man that is going to hurt tomorrow. Thank god I have a few days to heal before the meet
on Saturday.
Christopher is killer cute with a mop of curly white blond hair, piercing blue eyes and a
spectacular build. He is about an inch shorter than Nicholas with a similar build.
We really worked hard this afternoon. I feel good about the regional meet, Christopher
said. Nicholas and Christopher are best friends and gymnastic teammates. The are also

Eagle Scouts and Patrol Leaders in the same scout troop. How do you think we will do at
the regional meet on Saturday?
Nicholas is distracted by Christopher’s magnificent body. He knows he needs to quit
staring at it because he can feel his penis begin to chub.
Nicholas has never said anything to anybody, but he is pretty sure that he is gay. He has
known it for a long time. He has never done anything sexual with anybody. So there was
never a need to say anything. All of his sexual fantasies and porn are gay. He daydreams
a lot about Christopher. He would love to find a way to have sex with him, but he is
afraid it would wreck their friendship.
When Nicholas did not respond, Christopher noticed that Nicholas is staring at his penis.
Christopher was quiet for a few moments and suddenly Nicholas realized that he was
busted.
Yo dude…whacha starin at? Christopher asked Nicholas.
Fortunately Nicholas was fast on his feet and he said I was just wondering why God
cursed you with such a small penis and he gave me such a magnificent one. With that
Nicholas took hold of the base of his penis and waved it around to show it off.
In fact Christopher had a beautiful cut 4” when soft penis that nestled beautifully against
his nearly hairless scrotum.
That was all it took and the two of them were wrestling on the floor of the shower.
Christopher had done some wrestling so he relatively easily pinned Nicholas to the
shower room floor. That is until Nicholas reached out and grabbed Christopher by the
jewels.
Christopher first screamed in pain and then scream at Nicholas telling him that was a
pervert move.
Nicholas said, yes it was and it seems to work really well.
The coach yelled that the two idiots should knock it off so he can get home for dinner.
The guys got up and washed off the floor slime and headed for the locker room.
I hear we have a lot of additions to the scout troop, said Christopher.
Yeah I heard that too, said Nicholas.
I guess we’ll meet them tomorrow night at the meeting. I know that my patrol will get
two and I think yours does too, said Christopher.

About that time Nicholas’ cell phone started ringing and he spent a few moments digging
around trying to find it in his gym bag. He pulled it out and answered the phone still
naked.
Nicholas it is Bill Wilson. I have a favor to ask you, Bill said. Bill is the assistant scout
master.
Nicholas said sure Bill what ever you need.
While Nicholas and Bill were talking on the phone, Christopher was staring at Nicholas’
penis. He marveled at how big it is and wondered what it would look like erect. As he
thought about it, his own dick started to chub. He kept staring at it anyway.
I need for you to take a new member in your patrol. I want you to tuck him under your
wing. He is very shy and his Mom is concerned about how he will fit in with the troop.
Sure Bill I will do my best. Why me?
He lives two blocks away from you and as I said this may take a little hand holding.
No problem, Bill, I’ll do my best.
Great..see you tomorrow night, said Bill.
While Nicholas was talking on the phone he didn’t notice that Christopher was staring at
his penis until he was about to finish the call. Nicholas grinned at Christopher as he
realized he was busted.
Nicholas pulled out a clean t-shirt, floor exercise shorts and soccer shoes. He pulled on
the t-shirt first and then pulled on the shorts.
Christopher said, whoa dude…are you going commando.
Nicholas grinned and said yeah. I like the free feeling.
Christopher said I like to do that too, but I always get boners. With that monster of yours
I would be worried that it would hang out.
Nicholas said it doesn’t matter what I wear, I am always hard. In a matter of moments
Nicholas’ penis was fully erect.
Nicholas looked at Christopher and said, see what I mean…always hard. He grabbed his
rod through his shorts for emphasis.
Christopher could not believe it. The tip of Nicholas’ penis was about to stick out of the
waistband of his shorts.

Christopher was pulling up his boxers when he saw that and before he could get them up
he had a full boner.
Nicholas laughed and said, I bet I know what both of us are doing when we get home.
The guys were both laughing as they packed their bags and headed for the door.
Nicholas told Christopher that his Dad offered to drive to the meet on Saturday morning.
He asked Christopher if he wanted to spend the night Friday night.
Christopher said that sounded great. I will tell my parents and give you a call later. By
the way, what did Bill want?
He asked me to pay special attention to one of the new kids in the troop. Bill said he
lives 2 streets over from me.
I guess you will get to meet him tomorrow.
Nicholas walked out to the car with his bag in front of him trying to hide his boner from
his Dad. His Dad, Michael, smiled as Nicholas was walking toward the car with his gym
bag awkwardly carried in front of him. There was only one reason why he would do that.
His Dad wondered what turned him on this time. He had seen his boy many times naked
and hard since Nicholas sleeps in the nude. He would go in to kiss him good night and
cover him up. He was astounded as Nicholas started puberty at how large his penis got to
be.
One night he even took Olivia, his wife, in to see their son. She was speechless. Both of
them were turned on by their son’s body. They went to their room and made passionate
love.
Nicholas got in the car. He told his dad that Christopher will call about riding with them
to the meet. He told him that he invited Christopher to spend the night. His Dad
wondered for a moment if Christopher would be Nicholas’ first sexual conquest.
Michael was very protective of Nicholas so he regularly checks his son’s notebook
computer to see what he is doing. Being in IT he had access to tracking software that
sent information on sites visited, chat room conversations and files downloaded. Michael
has known for several years that Nicholas has had a wild fantasy life and a passion for
gay pornography.
Michael asked his son about practice and how he felt about the meet Saturday.
Nicholas told him that he felt really good about it and felt that he and Christopher would
do very well. He told his dad about the conversation about the new boy in the troop with
Bill Wilson.

His Dad told him he thought it was great that Bill thought enough of him to ask him to
keep an eye on the new boy.
Christopher called and said he could spend the night Friday and ride to the meet with
them Saturday. Nicholas was on his bed naked. While he talked to Christopher his
visualized his hot looking body and those amazing white blond pubes. The more he
thought about Christopher the harder he got. He went right to the edge while they were
talking and Christopher heard him gasp
The next night the boy rode together to the scout meeting. It was more of an open house
for new scouts than an actual meeting. Nicholas looked across the room and saw a
beautiful boy with coal black hair. He guessed that he was about 12. Nicholas felt a
stiring in his pants as he stared at the kid. Nicholas normally did not perv on younger
kids…but this kid is spectacular. He idley wondered if there was any chance that this
was his special new kid. As he observed, the kid and his mom were off by themselves.
The kid definitely looked uncomfortable.
About that time Bill Wilson walked up. I see you have identified you new scout, Bill
said with a grin.
Nicholas looked at him a bit surprised, I was just wondering if that is who it was.
Bill said let me introduce you. Nicholas this is Tyler. Tyler you will be spending a lot of
time with Nicholas because he is your Patrol Leader. Nicholas put his hand out to shake
Tyler’s. Tyler shyly responded and said Hi.
While Bill talked to the Mom, Nicholas and Tyler went to get some refreshments.
Nicholas introduced Tyler to Christopher. Nicholas suggested that Tyler sit with him
during the meeting in case he has questions. Tyler nodded.
The Scoutmaster started the meeting. He started by introducing the new boys. He said
that it would be a short meeting because of the open house, but he wanted everyone to get
ready for the campout in two weeks. The meeting broke up and Nicholas asked Tyler if
he was going on the campout. Tyler said he wasn’t sure. Nicholas said that as a patrol
leader he has a two man tent. He asked Tyler if he wanted to stay in his tent?
Tyler nodded yes shyly.
Tyler’s Mom and Bill Wilson walked up. His Mom asked what sort of equipment Tyler
would need for the campout. Bill explained and watched her facial expression turn
worried. She said Tyler might have to wait a couple of months so that they could save up
for the equipment.
Bill told her to wait a minute that he would be right back. When he came back,
Christopher had also walked up. Bill said that the Scoutmaster’s son is a Freshman in

college and not using his equipment any more. Bill told here that they would bring a
mess kit, canteen and sleeping blanket to the next meeting for Tyler.
Christopher spoke up and said that he had uniforms that are too small for him in the attic
and he wondered if Tyler would like them?
Tyler said yes please.
Christopher found out where Tyler lives and said he would drop them by on Friday
afternoon. Tyler’s Mom started to protest that it would be too much trouble.
Christopher said he was going to spend the night at Nicholas’ house Friday and their
house was on the way.
Friday after school, Anita, Christopher’s Mom, picked the boys up from school. They
stopped at Tyler’s house to deliver the uniforms. She told them that she is going to drop
them off at Nicholas’ home. She said she had talked to Olivia, Nicholas’ Mom. She said
that they should grab a snack because they will be having a late dinner.
The boys ran in the house. They grabbed a snack and went up to Nicholas’ room. They
put Christopher’s bag in the room. Christopher noticed a box of Kleenex on Nicholas’
bedside table. He couldn’t resist. Christopher walked over and picked up the box of
Kleenex. Nicholas blushed.
Christopher peered into the box in an exaggerated manner. Wow, he said, I am surprised
there are any left in here. If I had that monster of yours I would be pounding it all the
time, Christopher said with a grin.
I do said Nicholas. We buy Kleenex by the case.
Christopher cracked up. He turned serious and looked at Nicholas. Do you mind if I ask
you a personal question.
Nicholas said no…ask away.
How often do you jack off? Christopher asked.
Nicholas laughed and said too often to count.
Christopher said I am serious. How often do you do it?
Nicholas blushed and said at least two times a day and most days I have to jack off 3
times. If I don’t do it that often, I am hard all the time. There is nothing worse than a
boner in class or worse yet…church.

Christopher laughed and said yeah I know. It happens to me all the time. I jack off once
a day. I want to do it more but I was afraid that would make me a perv.
Hey dude, I maybe a perv but I am not throwing a rod all the time.
I am glad to hear that you do jack off that much. I am so hard just talking about it I think
I may explode.
Yeah I am too.
Both boys looked at each other kind of sheepishly and Christopher said have you ever
JO’d with someone else here.
No I haven’t.
Do you want to?
Nicholas nodded and reached for his belt. He stripped off his pants while he watched his
friend undress. This was a total fantasy come true for Nicholas.
Christopher removed his t-shirt and Nicholas saw a glimpse of the sparse white blond
hair under his arms. Nicholas slowly removed his t-shirt and when it came over his head
he saw Christopher studying his body.
The huge bulge in Nicholas’ gray boxer briefs was accented by a wet spot at the tip of his
erection. Christopher grinned and said it looks like we’d better get going before you go
off in your pants. Nicholas blushed and nodded yes.
Nicholas put his fingers on the waist band of his briefs. This is the first time he has ever
exposed his erection (knowingly) to another person. As the boxer briefs slide down, the
angry read glans of his penis becomes visible. Christopher held his breath as he watches
he friend slowly reveal his entire 7” erection.
The boxer briefs continue to slide down revealing Nicholas’ scrotum with two
magnificent orbs dangling below his gorgeous erection. Nicholas lets the boxer briefs
drop to the floor. Christopher was still holding his breath.
Finally Christopher exhales with one word. Wow! He stood there staring in amazement
at Nicholas’ erection. He looked Nicholas in the eye and said, Dude that is
amazing…Very cool!
Nicholas who was anxious about his friend’s reaction smiled. Do you really think so? He
asked.

Christopher nodded as he slid his boxers down to reveal a thick 5” erection. Nicholas
thought that it must be 1 ½” wide. He so wanted to touch it and wondered if he would
get the chance.
They both moved toward the bed. Neither boy could take his eyes off the other boy.
Nicholas began to slowly stroke his beautiful erection. A crystal drop of precum formed
at the tip. Christopher’s mouth was watering. He really wanted to feel his friend up. He
looked up into Nicholas’ eyes and Nicholas turned his attention away from his own
erection to look at his friend.
Christopher could not stand it. Do you think I could touch it? He asked.
Nicholas nodded yes.
Christopher reached out and traced the length of his friend’s boner. That was enough to
cause another drop of precum to form. Christopher lightly touched the crystal clear drop.
When he slowly pulled his finger back a string of precum followed. He spread the drop
over the head of Nicholas’ penis causing Nicholas to moan.
Christopher pulled his hand back quickly looking at Nicholas to see if he did something
wrong. Nicholas put his hand back as he explained how good it felt.
Nicholas asked if he could touch Christopher. Christopher grinned and said sure.
Christopher told Nicholas that he had never done anything like this. Nicholas nodded
and said, I haven’t either.
After stroking each other for a few minutes, it was Nicholas who felt the tension
beginning to build in his abdomen. He knew that it meant he was close. He was afraid to
blow his load on his best friend, but he was more afraid of stopping the good feelings.
To Nicholas it felt like every nerve ending in his body was exploding. Christopher was
also feeling the beginnings of an orgasm and did not know how to tell his friend to stop
before he got slimed.
Both boys knew that they were relentlessly moving to the point of no return. Christopher
could feel the buildup that came right before the explosion.
It was Nicholas who went over the edge first. He groaned in a somewhat strangled
voice…sorry can’t help…and then it felt like his balls exploded. The first rope of cum
ejaculated from the tip of his penis with tremendous force and Nicholas watched in horror
as it flew in slow motion toward his friend’s face. Moments later Christopher’s lips were
covered with Nicholas’s semen.

That triggered Christopher’s orgasm. His penis was aimed at Nicholas and his first jet of
cum covered Nicholas right nipple. Each boy drenched the other with his seed. Neither
boy had ever had an orgasm this powerful. They were both gasping for breath as their
orgasms subsided.
Wow that was awesome! Christopher said. Nicholas could only nod in agreement.
Nicholas watched as some of his semen leaked in Christopher’s mouth. To his surprise,
Christopher licked his lips.
You are a little salty dude…but not bad. Messy though…you must have pumped a gallon
of cum on me. I didn’t know anyone could cum that much.
I want to do that again said Nicholas.
Well not this moment…but soon said Christopher.
Nicholas said they could do it as much as they wanted tonight. He walked in his
bathroom and grabbed a bath towel to clean them up.
They stayed in bed perfectly comfortable being naked with each other. Nicholas moved
around in the bed so that he could really study his friend’s stuff. Nicholas gently started
to feel Christopher’s testicles and pubic hair. Soon Christopher was rock hard.
Christopher took the same opportunity to explore his friend’s body. He was feeling
Nicholas’s penis with one hand while his other hand explored and stroked Christopher’s
thighs and hips.
Soon the boys were stroking each other’s penises rapidly. This time Christopher was the
first to near his climax.
Nicholas, I am going to…and then he release another torrent of boy seed all over
Nicholas’ face and neck. Nicholas returned the favor moments later. Each boy shot rope
after rope of cum on the other until they were both spent.
Each boy was covered with slime when they heard the garage door going up. They were
out of the bed like lightning…Wiping the sperm off on the towel. They both were
laughing as they clumsily tried to get their clothes back on before they were discovered.
Nicholas’ Dad walked in the door as the boys reached the kitchen. He set his briefcase
down in the kitchen and dropped his trench coat on a chair. He turned to the boys and his
sensitive nose detected the scent of sex.
He notice that both boys were flushed and as he was saying hi to Christopher, he could
not help but notice a small glob of what looked like fresh sperm on his neck. He quickly
turned away with a small smile and asked what they had been doing.

The boys stammered out a bullshit response about playing a game.
He told them to wash up that Olivia will be home in a moment with some carry out
Italian food.
As the boys turned and left, Michael remembered the wonderful times he had with his
best friend. In moments he was rock hard thinking about those sexual adventures. He
only had a few moments because he could hear the garage door going up. Olivia’s car
doors closed and Ryan their youngest exploded through the door with the explosive
energy only a 12 year old can have.
Dad…I got a goal during practice, Ryan said.
That’s fantastic…just stand right there. Ryan was covered from head to toe with mud.
Olivia walked in and said thanks for containing the mess. You should see my car. It
looks like a mud wrestling competition.
Michael told Ryan to strip off the muddy clothes. Michael collected the pieces of
clothing as Ryan shed them. When he got down to his soccer shorts, Ryan started to
balk.
Daaaaad…we’re right in front of the kitchen window.
I don’t care. Take it all off.
Ryan stripped off his muddy shorts and was down to his compression support shorts.
Michael was happy to see Ryan was wearing them. Michael remembered getting his own
“balls racked” at 12 and thought a little protection couldn’t hurt. He held out his hand for
the briefs.
Ryan moaned and groaned as he slowly removed them. Michael was pleased to see a few
light pubic hairs above Ryan’s penis. He notice that Ryan like his brother looked like he
was going to be well endowed.
Ryan scampered up the back stairs and to his horror ran into Nicholas and Christopher
who were on their way downstairs. Of course both of the older boys tormented him
about being a nudist and other comments designed to embarrass the shit out of Ryan.
Thoroughly mortified Ryan ran to his room to shower.
Shortly Ryan joined the family and Christopher downstairs sporting wet hair, a white tshirt, some clean Under Armor shorts and bare feet. Michael though he really is cute in
spite of the horrendous complaining about his parents torturing him and forcing him to
parade around so everyone can perv him.
Michael laughed and said, as much time as these guys spend in locker rooms I don’t think
any of your equipment will shock them.

Daaaaaaaad! Ryan said astounded that his father had the ability to embarrass him even
more than he already had.
The older boys decided that this was an opportunity to tease him even further.
Christopher said, No sir…I have never seen one quite like that before.
I didn’t know they made them that small, Nicholas said with a leer.
Ryan fired back menacingly…Well with your horse cock…
Olivia said that will be just enough locker room talk. Get to the table. Michael just
smiled…lots of testosterone around this house. As he sat down he looked at the two
older boys and imagined them naked and fondling each other. He would like to be a fly
on the wall watching the two boys tonight.
Dinner was filled with conversation about the NFL season and the results of the first
week of the season.
Olivia had no choice she had to follow sports in this testosterone charged environment.
She shocked Christopher when she asked how Tom Brady’s tests came out. His mother
had no idea of who Tom Brady is.
After dinner the three boys played video games and watched a movie. Michael watched
the older boys and imagined their sexual activity this evening. As he thought about the
boys his penis became painfully hard and in minutes he had a wet spot in his Khakis.
About 10 pm, Nicholas suggested to Christopher that they go to his room. Michael could
see that his oldest son was partially erect as stood up to go upstairs. That only fueled
Michael’s fantasy.
As the boys reached the room, Nicholas closed the door and grabbed Christopher and
pulled him into a hug. Dude…it was awful. I kept looking at you down there and
thinking about you and me naked…I was boned the whole time we were down there.
Christopher said yeah me too. I think your little brother was checking out my stuff.
Next he will want to come in here and join us, said Nicholas.
That would be okay with me. He looked pretty cute naked. I would like to see him
boned.
Nicholas groaned and laughed.
Christopher started to feel Nicholas up and quickly unzipped his zipper.

Nicholas was doing the same thing while holding them in a tight cheek to cheek embrace.
Soon both boys were naked from the waist down with their hard cocks dueling between
them. Christopher pulled back and looked into Nicholas’ eyes. He said this is so hot. He
quickly put his hands on either side of Nicholas’ waist and skinned the white t-shirt off
his friend. As his fingers traced up Nicholas’ muscled torso his thumbs raked over
Christopher’s erect nipples.
Still grinding their hard cocks together, Christopher said that this is much better. God
you are hot.
Nicholas quickly removed Christopher’s t-shirt and the boys held each other basking in
the warmth and stimulation of their naked bodies being pressed together. Cheek to cheek
Nicholas stroked the hair on the back of Christopher’s head running his fingers through
the white blond ringlets.
Nicholas pulled his head back and looked deeply in Christopher’s eyes just before their
lips brushed. Nicholas went back to cheek to cheek as he felt the chill of Christopher’s
precum drying on his abdomen.
Christopher pulled his head back slightly and his lips brushed Nicholas lightly at first and
then dissolved into an unmistakable kiss. Nicholas was shocked by the kiss for only a
moment before he passionately returned it. He felt Christopher’s lips part as did his own.
It was a wonderful open mouthed kiss that was only missing one thing. Christopher
quickly filled in the missing item. His tongue tentatively enters Nicholas’ mouth.
Christopher was pleased by the deep moan that he heard from Nicholas throat as he
probed Nick’s mouth. As they kissed deeply each boys hands migrated to the other boy’s
hips. And they pulled each other into a tighter, boner grinding embrace. They broke a
three minute kiss gasping for breath. This time they didn’t talk. They didn’t need to.
Nicholas led Christopher to his double bed. As Christopher crawled on to the bed,
Nicholas gently cupped Christopher’s testicles. He noticed that they felt full and were
tight to his friend’s body. Nicholas slipped around where he could get a better look at his
friend’s stuff. While they saw each other nude all the time, this was different because he
could study his friend’s package up close.
Niocholas saw the beginnings of some blond hairs on his friend’s scrotum. He traced the
seam on the underside of Christopher’s penis and felt his friend shudder as his finger
passed over the most sensitive spots. He played with the drop of precum at the tip.
Christopher adjusted his position so that he could do the same thing with Nicholas.
While he was doing this Nicholas lay down on his side facing Christopher’s cock. He
stretched out his arm so that his fingers touched Christopher’s shin and he played with
the little bit of hair there. His other hand was lightly tracing Christopher’s crack.

As Christopher adjusted his position he wanted to move closer to Nicholas so that he
could get a better look. As he adjusted his position, he thrust his hips forward to move
his body closer. As he did he felt his erection bump Nicholas’ chin and graze his cheek.
He froze for a moment afraid that his friend might be grossed out. He felt Nicholas’ hand
cover the other side of his penis pulling it into closer contact with his cheek…
Christopher was hanging on the edge. He was trying everything he could think of to keep
his orgasm at bay. And then Nicholas took hold of the penis and started rubbing it
vigorously against his cheek. Right when Christopher thought he would blow, Nicholas
stopped.
Christopher quickly took Nicholas’ erection and did the same thing and when he felt it
starting to swell he stopped. He could feel it twitch in his hand but no cum was
ejaculated.
Christopher moved Nicholas’ penis away from his cheek much to Nicholas’
disappointment. That was until Nicholas felt Christopher’s warm breath on the tip of his
raging cock. How is that for a blow job asked Christopher.
Both boys cracked up laughing.
Nicholas was not going to be outdone by Christopher. He took hold of Christopher and
pulled his penis in front of his face. He hesitated only a moment and then bent forward
and kissed the tip of the penis. As he straightened up a string of precum followed and
while Christopher watched him he licked his lips. Nicholas thought that that the precum
tasted good. Nicholas kissed it again and this time gave it a lick with his tongue.
Christopher groaned loudly and ran his fingers through Nicholas’ hair.
Nick licked him again and again…he liked the feeling of the warm spongy head against
his tongue.
Christopher simply took the head of Nicholas’ cock into his mouth to lick it. It tasted
good he thought.
Every nerve ending in the boy’s bodies were screaming for release. Both boys knew they
could not last much longer and neither wanted to be the first to take a load of cum in his
mouth. Both boys continued to aggressively suck each other simply because they could
not stop. Both boys could feel the pressure of their orgasm build. Their nuts ached for
release. Their bodies were on fire with passion.
Michael heard the boys talking and making noise again and decided to tell them it was
time to get to sleep because they both have a rough day tomorrow.

Nicholas started rapidly bobbing his head. He wanted to feel Christopher’s explosion of
seed. Christopher did the same thing trying to bring Nicholas to a mind-bending orgasm.
Both boys could feel themselves pass the point of no return and both reached explosive
climaxes at exactly the same moment. Each boy almost choked on the first jet of cum
from the other boy.
Unfortunately that was the precise moment there was a knock on the door and it opened.
Nicholas was so overcome with passion that he was only vaguely aware of the noise.
Michael looked into Nicholas’ room and saw the boys in a 69 position. It was the sexiest
thing Michael had ever seen. His penis was instantly erect.
Each boy was pistoning the other boy’s mouth. From the moaning and thrashing on the
bed there was no question that boys were in the throes of simultaneous orgasms. Michael
almost spontaneously climaxed just watching.
Nicholas was the first to notice his father. He pulled off of Christopher’s still erupting
erection mid orgasm and took the last two shots on his face while he looked at his father.
As much as he willed his cock to stop shooting, he could not. His hips continued to
pump his load into Christopher’s mouth. He continued to spew sperm into Christopher’s
mouth while looking at his Dad.
Christopher sensed something wrong and pulled off the cock as the last bit of Nicholas’
sperm rolled down his chin. In moments his worst fear was realized as he felt the sperm
running down his face while he looked at Nicholas’ dad.
Nicholas went from pure ecstasy to horror in seconds. He knew that some day he would
have to confront the issue of his sexuality with his father…but not today. As he thought
about his Dad’s disappointment and his own shame, tears began to form in his eyes.
Michael could see the tears in Nicholas’ eyes. He had no choice but walk into the room
with the naked, sperm covered boys. He walked over to the bed. He looked at Nicholas
and wiped away the tear. He ran his fingers through his son’s hair and held his shoulder
for a moment.
Don’t worry Nicholas. Get a good night sleep. We can talk about this tomorrow in the
car. He told the boys to get under the covers. They both stood up looking a little
relieved. Christopher started to scramble for his underwear.
I wouldn’t worry about that Christopher. Just get some sleep.
Christopher looked even more surprised and crawled under the covers naked. Michael
bent down and gave Nicholas a kiss getting Christopher’s sperm on his lips. As Michael
walked toward the light switch, both boys saw him lick his lips to remove Christopher’s
cum.

Michael turned out the light and told the boys good night. He went in his bathroom and
dropped his pajama bottoms and furiously pounded his engorged penis to an earthshaking
climax.
The boys were quiet for a few moments. Christopher asked if Nicholas thought they
were in trouble.
I don’t think so. I have seen him mad enough times that I am sure if he was going to lose
it, it would have happened right here said Nicholas. I wanted to talk to him and tell him I
think I am gay. I just didn’t want him to find out this way, Nicholas said with a catch in
his voice.
He was so calm. Is there any way he could have known ask Christopher.
No I am sure that he didn’t know. I wanted to tell you too but I was scared, said
Nicholas.
Christopher said don’t feel bad. I think I am bi. Everything turns me on. I dream about
both guys and girls. I have male and female porn. Does that sound weird to you?
No it doesn’t said Nicholas.
I know what will sound weird to you.
What is that, Nicholas asked.
I had a great time tonight even if we did get caught. That was one of the coolest nights
ever. Do you think they will ever let us spend the night together again?
I am not sure why…but yeah I think so. I want to again soon. The boys hugged and
kissed. They held each other tight and entangled their naked bodies. Soon both boys
drifted off to sleep. Right before he went to sleep, Nicholas wondered why his dad didn’t
freak.
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